
From: FARRELL Jason (EnergyQ)

Attachments: Final Live Low Voltage Overhead Work - Stop for Safety.pptx
SiD 5 Pillars Explained.pdf

Good Morning,
 
Further to the briefing issued earlier today regarding Live open wire low voltage works
suspension, below is EQL’s latest direction with required actions to move this matter forward. 
These actions are only applicable is you hold competencies to work on the overhead network.
 
Confirm all the following in writing: 
 

All field workers and supervisors are briefed on the following:
EQL SIB - Suspension of Work on Live Open Low Voltage Mains per attached,
EQL “stop for safety” pack per attached. Note that while the provided pack refers to
“EQL Work Practices” as it was originally developed for EQL internal staff, the
contractor should present to their staff in the context of the contractor’s staff following
the contractor’s own work practices rather than EQL’s.
EQL Safety is Safety is Defence 5 Pillars per attached.
Reinforce to staff the criticality of following procedures and safe systems of work for
working live with all field workers and supervisors.
Reinforce to all field workers that all apparatus providing a “second point of contact” are
covered with insulating barriers/covers. This includes conductors and apparatus at
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Live Low Voltage Work

Background: 

On Wednesday 3 April 2019, an Ausgrid linesperson (Sydney, NSW) died in hospital after being electrocuted during the live replacement of a low voltage power pole.

Ausgrid is working with staff, the unions and safety regulators to better understand the cause of the incident, which is not yet fully understood at this point.

As a result, electricity utilities such as EQL and those across NSW are collaborating in their responses to work with our field employees involved in this type of work, reinforcing the criticality of following our procedures and seeking their feedback on any improvements they may recommend.  









Live Low Voltage Work

Background: 

Whilst this takes place, we have temporarily suspended working on or in the vicinity of live low voltage ‘open overhead mains’ and we will take the opportunity to stop and reflect on this tragic incident.

Whilst this incident is related to live low voltage work on overhead open mains (and does not include LVABC as an example), we ask that you consider all live activities you may undertake in your daily duties.

During this time, we ask that you review our existing safe systems of work involved with working live low voltage and discuss them with your team mates. 

This suspension applies to all EQL staff and contractors. 	









Live Low Voltage Work

Reflection: 







Please take a minute to personally reflect

on the deceased employee, his family and friends

and what this means for you	









Overhead Live Low Voltage Work

Key points to discuss as a team:

Ensure you understand ‘why’ you are working live and what options have been considered to work de-energised. 

Always appoint a safety observer when working live.

Always ensure that plant, equipment and tools are fit for purpose, and tested/inspected prior to use and within test date. 

Ensure all rescue equipment is in good condition and ready for use.

Always use PPE applicable to the task at hand.











Overhead Live Low Voltage Work

Key points to discuss as a team: 

Remember - work on only one live phase at a time and all other points of contact (e.g. other phases, neutral, earths, street brackets, links/fuses, catenenries/fibre) that would create a live path are covered with sufficient and effective insulating barriers/covers.

When altering your work position, ensure that all conductive points remain covered.

Ensure a stable work positions is always maintained.











Overhead Live Low Voltage Work

Key points to discuss as a team: 

Take your time and remember your SiD principles:

Attacking mind set -> don’t let getting the job done be the most important thing you do

Set your defences -> identify hazards and put control measures in place

Goal line defence -> identify the moments that need your 100% attention 











Live Low Voltage Work

Actions to be taken by all staff:	

Ensure you review and understand the safe systems of work for working live low voltage. 

Confirm all relevant training and competencies are current.

Confirm all field workers and supervisors are trained and competent in risk assessment processes, including hazard and control (generic and site specific) identification and that these are effectively implemented and reviewed as the job changes.













Live Low Voltage Work

Actions to be taken by all staff :	

In small teams, discuss the above with your team mates and confirm your understanding and commitment to apply all of the necessary controls at your job sites, including controlling electrical hazards.

As a group, please review all relevant procedures, particularly those applicable to live LV pole and cross arm activities – see back of this presentation for SEQ and North/South.

Also discuss and record any outstanding issues with regard to working live on open overhead mains that should be further considered by EQL.















Live Low Voltage Work

Final Reflection:	







Thankyou and look after each other













Live Low Voltage Work

Supporting information : South East Region

WP9796 - Install and Operate Energised Overhead Low Voltage Bridging

WP9424 - Spreading Low Voltage Conductors

WP1317 - Conductor support using a crossarm mounted Gin Pole

WP1354 - Use of Temporary Bridging to Maintain Continuity of the neutral spur conductors for Transformer Replacement

WP9348 - Connecting and Disconnecting Mobile LV Generators

WP9434 - Low Voltage Line Covers

WP9654 - Mobile Crane Operations and Activities

WP9435 - Low Voltage Overhead Services

WP9826 - Crossarm Maintenance and Replacement

4107 - Work on or near energised electrical installations or services

 ESM Section 6 – Live Electrical, Exclusion Zones	







Overhead Live Low Voltage Work

Supporting Information: North/South Regions

BS001401R112 Roles and Responsibilities of a Safety Observer

SWMS001 Work at Heights (Poles and Ladders) Safe Work Method Statement

SWMS002 Work at Heights (Mobile Elevated Work Platform) Safe Work Method Statement

BS001404R152 Inspect Insulated Tools Before Use (BS001701R113) – Field Instruction

BS001404R156 Inspect Specialist Equipment Before Use (BS001701R113) – Field Instruction
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Safety Is Defence - Five Pillars 


 
Safety Is Defence is underpinned by five key pillars, detailed below.  Whilst the language is aligned the 


sport of NRL, concepts are able to be adapted towards other sports / interests to enable engagement 


across diverse work groups.  Safety Is Defence is an organic program, and further concepts will be 


incorporated into the program as coaches bring the program to life for themselves and their teams. 


 


Item Summary 


Why 4 incidents over a period of 4 months, one in particular potential for serious harm. 


Realisation for the need to change the culture in my team. Found the language/engagement 


in Rugby League 


Mechanics/ 


Dynamics 


Realisation that our business is focusing on the mechanics when it comes to safety and the 


need to shift that focus to the dynamics. Mechanics are the game plan – Dynamics is the 


execution of the game plan 


Set our 


Defence – 


the points 


will come 


Have the confidence that we can spend quality time at the start of the day focussing on 


safety, knowing we will get the job done on the back of that. Spend that time identifying the 


‘gaps” in our defence – mental health, situational awareness, confirm our game plan and 


commit to it. 


Attacking 


Mindset 


This is not a bad mindset, but is our default mindset. It is the mindset we are judged on and 


the mindset we are rewarded on. But the attacking mindset is driving our decision making, 


and driving decisions leading to incidents. In the NRL they know there has to be a balance 


between attack and defence, but to get the balance right they have to focus on defence. 


WHY? Defence is the hard work, the discipline, the must do. Have we got the balance right, 


and to achieve that balance do we have to put more focus on safety? 


Goal Line 


Defence 


Successful NRL teams know that at crucial times in the game they have to be at their best. 


In particular when they are standing on their goal line. They know they have to be 100% 


committed, 100% focused, and their communication and attitude is at its best. Any mistake 


is worst case scenario. What are our goal line defence times, when do we have to be at our 


best – switching, polarities, driving and other high focus activities? 


We are the 


Coaches 


Ultimately, how we coach is how our teams play. We own the environment they work in and 


directly influence the mindset our teams operate in. If we are going to expect change in our 


teams we have to change first, We need to assess the way we lead, is safety optional? 


 







potentials different to the conductor being worked on and in proximity to (within reach),
e.g. street light mains, street light brackets, broadband catenary conductors, LV
links/fuses and adjacent conductors and awareness to adjust insulating mats/barriers
when altering work position as required.

 
Provide attendance sheets of field workers and supervisors confirming attendance to the
briefing sessions. Note that if any staff are unavailable, they can be briefed later when
available, but the briefings must be completed and details of briefing returned back to EQL
before the individuals can recommence the suspended works.

 
Provide any feedback or queries from the crews from the briefings back to EQL to utilise for
further improvement initiatives.

 
A safe system of work is in place and adopted for working live.

 
All field workers and supervisors are trained and competent in risk assessment processes,
including hazard and control (generic and site specific) identification and work is effectively
managed and risk assessments are regularly reviewed, refreshed and documented throughout
the task.

 
Training and competencies for each individual worker are current for the task for working live.

 
All PPE applicable to the task is fit for purpose and used as required.

 
All plant and equipment is within test, rated for the task and fit for purpose.

 
A suitable trained and qualified Safety Observer has been appointed where required in relation
to the safe system of work for working live.

 
We appreciate your support in helping us manage safety and reliability to our people and customers.
If you have questions in relation to any of the above please contact Robbie Palombo
Robbie.palombo@energyq.com.au
 
EQL thanks you for your assistance and support during this opportunity in ensuring this work is
able to be done safely before it is recommenced.  
 
The safety and wellbeing of our valuable staff including our Contractors is our number one
priority.
 
Regards,
 
Jason Farrell
Contestable Works Manager
Customer and Market Operations

Ergon Energy Network | Energex
26 Reddacliff St, Newstead

P 07 3664 7231  M 0417738153  E jason.farrell@energyq.com.au

ergon.com.au | energex.com.au
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